This paper presents a diagonal routing method which is applied to an actual microprocessor prototype chip. While including the layout functions for the conventional Manhattan routing with horizontal and vertical directions, a new diagonal routing capability is added as one of the routing functions. With this enhancement, diagonal routing becomes an additional strategy for improving delays of critical paths in the microprocessor design. This method was applied to the prototype chip of the Fujitsu SPARC64 microprocessor with two CPU cores using 90nm process technology. By applying the diagonal routing to long distance nets, net length is reduced by 36% per net on average. When the diagonal routing is applied to a critical path, path delay is improved by as much as about 14 pico-seconds per net on a path. This improvement is more than the delay of a gate with no load. This prototype chip proved that our method was effective in reducing the total net length and improving path delays.
Introduction
For the performance improvement in microprocessor design, the continuous improvement of circuit design techniques and process technology is necessary. In this improvement, the CAD system also plays an important role. Designers achieve the targeted performance by tuning logical and physical designs to the last pico-second with various techniques [1] . For path delay optimization, there are several conventional techniques such as reduction of logical stages, custom macro design, buffer insertion, gate sizing, placement change, fan-out splitting, etc. Since interconnect delay is dominant in the deep sub-micron technology, some new techniques are used in routing to improve the delay. Timing-driven routing, which minimizes the delay from the driver pin of a net to the most critical receiver pin, is an effective routing technique. Another technique is using wider wires. As for the wire resistance, it is smaller for upper metal layers. This is because in general, a wire is wider and taller on an upper metal layer. Therefore, routing a critical net on an upper metal layer is another useful technique for improving the delay. After all these techniques are utilized, designers still improve delay by other techniques to achieve the targeted performance with the assistance of CAD tools. Although the delay improvement is small, pin permutation, which swaps nets connected to symmetric input pins of a cell so that a critical net is connected to a pin with smaller gate delay, is applied. Also, a limited number of low Vth cells are used to improve delay on critical paths, even though the power dissipation may increase due to leakage current. These various techniques are used according to the progress of design in each stage. The technique that is used in the final phase of a design is very important even if the absolute delay improvement is small (e.g., a few pico-seconds). Therefore, it is very meaningful to provide designers of high performance microprocessors with new methods to improve delay.
This paper presents diagonal routing as a technique to improve delay of critical paths in microprocessor design. In order to add the new diagonal routing function to the current design methodology, several modifications are added to the existing inhouse CAD tools. We made these modifications with a target completion deadline of at most six months. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, several diagonal routing techniques are surveyed, and the difficulty in the use of diagonal routing in LSI design is addressed. In Section 3, we estimate the contribution of improvement by our proposed diagonal routing scheme. Sections 4 and 5 describe the routing and capacitance extraction methods respectively. Experimental results are shown in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
Related Work
Diagonal routing is not a new technique; it is routinely used in the printed circuit board design. In one of the Fujitsu mainframes, FACOM M-780 [2] , one CPU is composed of 336 LSI's. These LSI's were mounted on both sides of a printed circuit board in a high density configuration [2] . In this printed circuit board design, diagonal routing was used to reduce delay between LSI's on the board [3] . In the context of LSI designs, several diagonal routing techniques have been proposed to reduce wire length and to improve density [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . However, the use of diagonal routing has been very limited in LSI design. The reason is the difficulty to support diagonal routing in the related CAD tools such as routing, timing analysis, noise analysis, layout verification and manufacturing data generation. Recently, the pervasive use of diagonal routing with X-architecture was reported [10] . In the X-architecture, diagonal routing in 45 and 135 degree directions is used in conjunction with conventional Manhattan routing in horizontal and vertical directions. This architecture was applied to a RISC processor core. It was reported that the path delay improved by 19.8% and the area reduced by about 10%. As another routing model, Y-architecture based on 0, 60 and 120 degree directions is proposed [11] . With this architecture, the wire length reduced by 13.4%. On average, the wire length was only 4.3% more than that of X-architecture. Since these routing architectures are different from the conventional Manhattan architecture, the development of CAD tools to support them is not easy. Even if we try to find some commercially available tools, it is very limited or none for LSI design. Although there are several recent research works on congestion reduction and Steiner tree generation assuming the use of diagonal routing [12, 13] , actual use of diagonal routing in an industrial chip is not popular yet. We believe that to develop a high performance microprocessor, it is very important to enhance the existing CAD system with the new capability of diagonal routing. In this paper, we propose a new routing technique that uses diagonal wiring partially on a critical net. Such limited usage of diagonal wires minimizes the enhancement needed for the existing CAD system.
Preliminaries
Given two pins A and B, let Lxy denote the length of the net when it is routed with conventional Manhattan routing. Let Langle( ) denote the net length when the same net is routed diagonally in degree direction. As shown in Figure 1 , let the elevation from A to B be degree. Then, Lxy and Langle( ) are expressed by (1) and (2) respectively when is within and when is within 90 degree.
Lxy = L(1+tan )
( 1 )
When diagonal routing is used in a chip, is fixed. The length of a net routed with a diagonal wire is the minimum when is equal to . This is because a diagonal wire can connect two points directly with no Manhattan wire. Assuming that is equal to and that varies from 0 to 90 degrees, the reduction ratio (Lxy-Langle( ))/Lxy is the maximum when is equal to 45 degrees. As shown in Figure 2 , the maximum reduction ratio is about 29.3%. Therefore, 45 degree direction is the most effective choice for diagonal routing to reduce the length of a net. 
. Length reduction ratio for -degree diagonal
Before actually applying our diagonal routing to the microprocessor design, we evaluated the net-length reduction when diagonal routing is applied to the actual design. When net length with a diagonal wire is estimated, the center location of receiver pins is calculated first. Then, for the connection between a driver pin and the center location, net length is estimated by both Manhattan and diagonal routing, as shown in Figure 3 . The two lengths are compared for each net. We performed this evaluation for 6,000 long distance nets. The results are shown in Table 1 . We see that the net length is reduced by about 12% on average by diagonal routing. We also evaluated the improvement in delay for the typical model shown in Figure 4 . In this model, the length of the net estimated using Manhattan routing is 3L, and using diagonal routing is (1+ 2 )L. Diagonal routing can reduce the net length by about 20% in this case. For this model, delay is measured by HSPICE, and L is varied from 0 to 1500 grids. Figure 5 shows delay from the driver to a receiver for Manhattan and diagonal schemes. When L is 1500, the improvement of delay is about 7 pico-seconds. As it is clear from the graph, the improvement is larger when diagonal routing is applied to a longer net. 
45, 135 Degree Diagonal Routing
In order to apply our diagonal routing technique to a microprocessor prototype, it is desirable that we enhance our existing CAD tools with minimum effort. Therefore, we limited the use of diagonal wire only to critical nets. To meet these requirements, a diagonal wire is routed first as a straight-line trunk between driver and receivers. Then, the connection between the driver and the diagonal wire is routed using conventional Manhattan routing. Finally, the connection between the diagonal wire and receivers is routed using Manhattan routing. Figure 6 shows this idea.
An algorithm Diagonal_routing to route a given net with diagonal wire is shown in Figure 7 . A net is passed to Diagonal_routing with a set of pins P of the net. Routable_check checks whether diagonal routing can be applied or not. When a driver pin lies within the minimum bounding box of the receiver pins, the given net is routed by a conventional Manhattan router and the procedure Diagonal_routing terminates. When the drive pin lies outside the bounding box of receiver pins, a further check is performed. A Steiner tree S is created for P by Steiner_generation. S is passed to Make_receiver_group. This procedure finds a sub-tree S' of S that connects only receiver pins, and it returns a connection point R that connects S' and the rest of S. Select_driver returns a driver pin D from P. Then, both R and D are passed to Diagonal_search, which searches a diagonal route with no bend between R and D and returns the result as Wdiag. The direction 45 or 135 degree is determined depending on the relative positions of driver and receivers. If no diagonal route is found, value NONE is returned. By passing Wdiag and P to Manhattan_routing, the connection between the diagonal wire Wdiag and the driver pin D, and connection between Wdiag and receiver pins are routed by the conventional Manhattan routing function. In Diagonal_search, diagonal route search is not performed when the estimated length of the diagonal wire is less than some specific length. This is to apply diagonal routing only when its effect will be appreciable. When diagonal routing is applied between two points, the vertical and horizontal distances between these points for a diagonal route search are compared. When the horizontal distance is greater than the vertical distance, a diagonal route is searched in the horizontal direction by Horizontal_search. Otherwise, a diagonal route is searched in the vertical direction by Verical_search. In Horizontal_search or Vertical_search, the angle of diagonal routing ( 45 or 135 degree) is determined based on the relative locations of D and R. Figure 8 shows these two types of diagonal route search. The length of the diagonal wire is constant in the range from (b) to (c). Since the length of the diagonal wire varies in the range from (a) to (b) or from (c) to (d), search is performed within the range such that the length is larger than some specific value. Since diagonal routing is applied only to critical nets in our method, 45 and 135 degree layers are assigned to upper layers n and n+1, which have smaller wire resistance. After all nets with diagonal wiring are routed, some channels may be left unused on those layers. These available channels are used to route regular nets with the conventional Manhattan routing, as shown in Figure  9 . 
Capacitance Extraction
In order to run timing analysis for design data with diagonal wires, it is necessary to enhance the capacitance extraction tool to handle diagonal wires. Here, we will give an overview of the enhancement we made to our in-house capacitance extraction tool for microprocessor design. In this tool, capacitance for each wire is extracted grid by grid from a pre-computed table using the wire location and its adjacency with other wires. For a horizontal or vertical wire, a capacitance table CAPTBL_M, which assumes the interval between two wires as N (1, 2, 3, …) times of a regular grid, is used. For a diagonal wire with 45 or 135 degree, an additional grid with the 1/ 2 grid length is introduced as shown in Figure 10 . For the capacitance extraction of a diagonal wire, another capacitance table CAPTBL_D, which assumes the interval between two wires as N (1, 2, 3, …) times of a 1/ 2 grid, is added.
With the addition of CAPTBL_D, a procedure to search wires adjacent to a diagonal wire in the orthogonal direction is added to the extraction tool. Figure 11 shows an example in which a wire adjacent to a given 45 degree diagonal wire is searched for in the orthogonal direction. As shown in this figure, whether the other adjacent wire exists or not in the 1/ 2 *N grid is checked on the 1/ 2 grid by 1/ 2 grid. If N is even, the search point with the distance 1/ 2 *N lies on the regular grid. If N is odd, the search point in the orthogonal direction does not lies on the regular grid. In this case, two regular grid points nearest to the search point are checked. According to this search procedure, regular grids are checked in the order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 which are the labels on a regular grid as shown in Figure 11 . In this example, an adjacent wire is found when the search reaches the point with distance of 1/ 2 *5 grids from the given wire. 
Experimental Results
In order to apply the diagonal routing technique described in this paper, we enhanced the existing in-house CAD tools and database. The enhanced tools are automatic router, interactive placement and routing editor, RC extraction, timing analysis and layout verification. Calibre from Mentor Graphics was used for DRC and LVS sign-off. An actual prototype chip, which is called MTP (Multi Threaded Processor), is developed [14] . Figure 12 shows the micrograph with two CPU cores and six mega-byte second caches. This prototype chip is developed to verify MTP architecture, 90 nm process technology, diagonal routing, etc. In this chip, diagonal routing is applied to the most critical nets between an instruction unit and RAM's. The total number of nets to which diagonal routing is applied is about 1,500 nets per CPU core. The left figure in Figure 13 shows the 8 th layer of an We evaluated the improvement in net length and path delay with diagonal routing vis-à-vis the conventional Manhattan routing. Figure 14 shows this comparison for net length for about 1,500 nets to which diagonal routing is applied. Diagonal routing reduces the net length by about 36%. Since diagonal routing is applied only to a trunk of a net with no vias, the total detour of the net with diagonal routing is smaller than that with the Manhattan routing. Therefore, the maximum ratio of length reduction exceeds 29.3%, which was estimated in Section 3. Figure 15 shows how the path delay is improved when diagonal routing is applied to critical nets. The number of nets with diagonal routing is 1,500, and the number of paths that pass them is about 27,000. In our prototype chip, one net on each path is routed by diagonal routing. The maximum improvement in path delay is about 14 pico-seconds, the average improvement being about 6 pico-seconds. There are some paths whose path delay increases by 2 pico-seconds. This is because the coupling capacitance with diagonal routing happens to be larger than that with the Manhattan routing. In general, coupling capacitance that can cause cross-talk noise is less when diagonal routing is applied. This is due to the associated reduction of net length. The graph in Figure 16 shows the ratio of the coupling capacitance per net with diagonal routing to that with the Manhattan routing. Although the coupling capacitance increases in some cases, overall coupling capacitance decreases by about 15%. This implies, in turn, that diagonal routing is effective from the point of view of reducing cross-talk noise. 
Conclusion
With this work, we were able to provide microprocessor designers with diagonal routing capability as a new means to Diagonal wires improve path delay. This capability is built into our in-house CAD system for microprocessor design. We applied it to an actual prototype chip of a microprocessor with two CPU cores. We were able to reduce the net length by 36% per net (on average), and path delay by up to 14 pico-seconds. This delay improvement is more than the delay of a gate with no load. These results prove that the use of diagonal wires can improve the delay of critical paths in microprocessor design.
In the prototype processor design, diagonal routing was applied to about 3,000 nets in the chip. To increase the number of nets to which we can apply diagonal routing, further enhancements are needed, such as automatic net selection and floorplanning & cell placement that make diagonal routing more effective. We plan to address these issues in the near future and hopefully make diagonal routing an effective strategy for improving path delays in microprocessor designs.
